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Abstract

Introduction Although associations between family his-

tory and depression have been shown in clinical patients, it

is unknown if they also apply to subjects living in the

community. The present study considers the relationship

between family loading and depression phenotype charac-

teristics in a large community-based sample.

Method In a Dutch representative population sample of

7,076 individuals, lifetime diagnosis of depression was

classified according to severity, course and age of onset. A

family loading score of depression (FLSD) was computed

by taking the proportion of the first-degree relatives for

whom a history of depression was reported.

Results There was a strong association between FLSD

and lifetime diagnosis of MDD. Severity, recurrence and

early onset of depression were the specific phenotypic

characteristics associated with familiality. The effects of

FLSD and gender were independent.

Conclusion Associations between family history and risk

for depression in the community confirm those reported

from clinical-based studies using direct interviewing of

relatives. A stronger degree of familiality is associated with

specific phenotypic characteristics of depression.

Keywords Depressive disorder � Family history �
Genetics � Gender � Community sample

Introduction

An increased liability for depression has been shown in

family members of depressed probands [10, 22, 38].

According to a recent meta-analysis [36], the first-degree

relatives of probands with major depressive disorder

(MDD) have a two to threefold higher lifetime risk for

depression compared to relatives of controls without

depression. Although odds ratios are consistent across

studies, a number of basic questions remain to be answered.

First, as most studies were on clinical patients, it is

unclear to what extent findings can be generalized to sub-

jects living in the community. Since depressed subjects

from families with multiple cases of depression may be

clinically referred easier than depressed subjects without a

strong family-genetic loading, a focus on clinically referred

patients and their relatives may lead to overestimation of

family-genetic risks. Second, for analyses, familiality of

depression has mostly been operationalized as a dichoto-

mous variable, i.e. a family history was concluded to be

positive or negative. A more differentiated picture may

emerge when the degree to which depression runs into

families has been taken into account. This allows one to

further examine whether very strong degrees of family-

genetic risk are associated with increased risk for depres-

sion, when compared to intermediate and very low levels of

family-genetic risk. Third, more attention has to be paid to

the role of gender. The recent finding of higher rates of

MDD in female relatives than in male relatives of female

adolescent probands and of comparable rates of MDD in

female and male relatives of male probands may indicate
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sex specific transmission of depression [22]. According to a

genome-wide linkage survey, sex specific genetic loci seem

to play a role in the aetiology of depression [45]. Finally, as

also Sullivan et al. [36] conclude, there is only little sys-

tematic evidence to what extent family history of depression

is reflected in specific phenotypical characteristics in the

proband. So far, early onset recurrent depression has been

identified as the subtype with the potentially strongest

heritable component [24, 45]. Answers to the above men-

tioned issues will be helpful to improve the discrimination

of depression phenotypes that more specifically mediate

genetic influences. This will increase insight into the origin

of depression and may finally result into more differentiated

preventive and therapeutic strategies.

The main purpose of the present study is to examine if

the associations between family history and risk for

depression, that have been reported from clinical studies

can be replicated in a representative community sample.

The use of a dimensional measure of familiality allows

taking into account the degree to which depression occurs

in first degree family members. We hypothesize that

familiality of depression is associated with specific phe-

notypical characteristics like severity, recurrence and early

age of onset of depression. In addition to familiality, our

study focuses explicitly on the role of gender in the path-

ogenesis of depression.

Methods

Sample

The data used for this study are part of the first wave of the

Netherlands Mental Health Survey and Incidence Study

(NEMESIS). The main aim of NEMESIS was to assess the

prevalence of psychiatric disorders in a representative

sample of the Dutch general population, aged 18–64 years.

NEMESIS was approved by the ethics committee of the

Netherlands Institute of Mental Health and Addiction,

Utrecht, the Netherlands. The total baseline study sample

consisted of 7,076 subjects which is equivalent with a

69.7% response rate. The sample followed the same mul-

tivariate distribution over age, sex, civil status and urbanity

as the general Dutch population. Only the male 18–24 age

group was slightly underrepresented. Item nonresponse was

negligible as a result of the computerized interviewing.

A detailed description of the study design and major out-

comes has previously been published [4, 5].

Composite International Diagnostic Interview

The Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI;

version 1.1) [34, 44] was used for the assessment of DSM-

III-R Axis I disorders [1]. This instrument has been

designed for use by trained interviewers who are not cli-

nicians. The CIDI has acceptable inter-rater reliability [7],

test-retest reliability [35] and validity for practically all

diagnoses, including major depression [43].

Dependent variables

For the present study, only the lifetime diagnosis of MDD

was considered. The following phenotypical characteristics

were determined for subjects with MDD and were used as

the main dependent variables in this study:

(a) Severity of depression was categorized into mild or

moderate MDD versus severe MDD according to

DSM-III-R diagnostic criteria. A total of 148 subjects

reporting a lifetime diagnosis of depression (2.1% of

the total sample) could not be classified on this

dimension as in these subjects the severity of

depression was not specified.

(b) Course of depression was divided into the classes of

MDD single episode and MDD recurrent according to

DSM-III-R criteria.

(c) Based on the findings reported by Kendler et al. [17]

that an age of onset of depression (AAO) after

35 years is associated with lower levels of familial

depression compared to an earlier AAO we discrim-

inated two classes: early AAO with first episode of

depression occurring until the age of 35 years and late

AAO with first episode occurring after age 35 years.

Independent variables

Family loading score of depression (FLSD)

Family history information was obtained by questioning

subjects about the presence of psychiatric disorders in their

first-degree relatives. Subjects were asked if their family

members were ever hospitalized in a psychiatric setting,

had received medical care for psychiatric disorders or ever

had a psychiatric disorder.

Family history of depression was evaluated by asking

the question: ‘‘did your…(insert the name of the first

degree relative)… ever have a depression?’’ for every rel-

ative separately.

In an independent sample we compared family history

based on this single question to a diagnosis according to

Family History-Research Diagnostic Criteria (FH-RDC).

The FH-RDC provides specific operational criteria for

determining a family history diagnosis. It has excellent

test-retest reliability and an acceptable level of validity

compared to direct interviews [2]. In 323 relatives of 51

subjects we found substantial agreement between the single
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question and the FH-RDC method (j = 0.78). In a separate

analysis we studied agreement between FH-RDC criteria

and direct interviewing: in 40 out of 41 relatives (97.6%)

positive for depression according to FH-RDC criteria, a

lifetime diagnosis of MDD according to DSM-IV criteria

was confirmed by means of a CIDI-interview.

The family loading score of depression (FLSD) was

defined as the proportion of the first-degree relatives

(parents and siblings) for whom a lifetime history of

depression was reported. For example, for a proband

reporting one of her parents and two of her four siblings as

positive for depression a FLSD of 3/6 or 0.5 was computed.

Only information regarding parents and siblings was

included for computation of the FLSD. Information on the

psychiatric status of children of probands was disregarded

since a large proportion of the proband’s children were pre-

pubertal. As for the majority of people the first episode of

depression occurs in or after adolescence [17] the inclusion

of children would have contributed to an unjustified

decrease of morbidity risks of first-degree relatives.

Moreover, there is uncertainty if pre-pubertal depression

shares the etiology of depression with first incidence in or

after puberty [13].

Potential confounders

Educational attainment, in this study classified into low-

intermediate level (primary, basic vocational and lower

secondary education) and high level (higher secondary,

higher professional and university), is a demographic factor

that has been found to be associated with depression in

community studies. In addition age is a potential con-

founder because the chance on a first depressive episode

both in the proband and in the proband’s relatives

(expressed as FLSD) is dependent on age. In order to take

effects of family size on FLSD into account the analyses

are adjusted for the total number of first-degree relatives

(including parents and siblings).

Statistical analysis

First, the relevant demographic characteristics and clinical

characteristics of depression are presented and compared

by proband gender (Tables 1, 2). For the subgroup of

probands with a lifetime diagnosis of MDD (n = 1145)

interrelations of clinical characteristics were studied.

v2-analysis was used to compare categorical variables and

the independent samples t test and the Mann–Whitney test

were used to compare continuous variables.

Multivariate logistic regression analyses were per-

formed to investigate the effects of family loading and

gender on depression in the total sample of probands

(Table 3). The subsequent dependent variables were:

overall lifetime diagnosis of depression, mild MDD, severe

MDD, single episode MDD, recurrent MDD, MDD with

early onset and MMD with late onset. The analyses were

performed in four steps. In the first set of analyses

(Table 3a) only the unadjusted effects of FLSD and pro-

band gender (in these analyses we compared female gender

with male gender serving as the reference category) were

studied. In the second set (Table 3b) the effects of FLSD

and proband gender were adjusted for the effects of

potential confounders (age, educational level, and number

of first-degree relatives). In the third set (Table 3c) we

aimed to study if the effects of FLSD and gender on

clinical characteristics were specific for the clinical char-

acteristics expressed in the dependent variable. So in

addition to potential confounders, these analyses were

adjusted for the effects of other MDD characteristics (those

not expressed in the dependent variable: for instance the

analyses for recurrent MDD were adjusted for the effects of

age of onset and severity). Finally we studied the effects of

FLSD, proband’s gender and the interaction between FLSD

and proband’s gender, adjusting for potential confounders.

We performed additional logistic regression analyses

limited to the sample of probands with a lifetime diagnosis

of depression in order to compare the effects of FLSD

Table 1 Demographic characteristics, number of first degree relatives and family loading scores in the total sample (n = 7,076) by gender

Total (n = 7,076) Women (n = 3,777) Men (n = 3,299) Gender difference

Age in years [mean (SD)] 41.2 (12.2) 41.2 (12.4) 41.1 (12.0) NS

Level of educationa v2 = 92.5, p \ 0.001

Low-intermediate 45.1% 50.5% 39.0%

High 54.9% 49.5% 61.0%

Total number of relativesb [mean (SD)] 5.3 (2.6) 5.3 (2.6) 5.3 (2.6) NS

FLSDc [median (p25–p75)] 0.00 (0.00–0.17) 0.00 (0.00–0.17) 0.00 (0.00–0.13) U = 5,826,849, p \ 0.001

FLSD family loading score for depression
a Low-intermediate education: primary, basic vocational and lower secondary level; high education level: higher secondary, higher professional

level and university
b Total number of parents and siblings
c Mann–Whitney test. Effect size r = -0.07 (small)
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(independent variable) on contrasting clinical characteris-

tics of depression (dependent variable): mild (reference

category) versus severe depression, single episode (refer-

ence category) versus recurrent depression and late onset

(reference category) versus early onset depression, respec-

tively. These analyses were adjusted for the effects of

gender, age, education and number of first-degree relatives.

Associations in logistic regression analyses were

expressed as odds ratios (ORs) and 95% confidence inter-

vals (95% CI). Differences between odds ratios can be

considered statistically significant according to the crite-

rion that the confidence intervals of a risk factor mutually

exclude the point estimates in one or both of the other

categories [9].

Table 2 Prevalences of phenotypical characteristics of lifetime diagnosis of major depressive disorder (overall diagnosis, severity, course and

age of onset) presented in percentages of the total population (n = 7,076) including differences by gender

Total (n = 7,076)

(%)

Women (n = 3,777)

(%)

Men (n = 3,299)

(%)

Gender difference

(male as reference)

Overall MDD 16.2 20.5 11.2 OR 2.0 (1.8–2.3)

Severitya

Mild 8.6 10.1 6.9 OR 1.5 (1.3–1.8)

Severe 5.8 7.8 3.6 OR 2.3 (1.8–2.8)

Course

Single episode 10.0 12.0 7.6 OR 1.7 (1.4–1.9)

Recurrent 6.2 8.5 3.6 OR 2.5 (2.0–3.1)

Age of onsetb

Early 11.5 15.4 7.1 OR 2.3 (2.0–2.8)

Late 4.7 5.1 4.2 OR 1.2 (1.0–1.6)

MDD major depressive disorder
a For 148 subjects (2.1% of the total sample) the severity of depression was not specified
b Early: age of onset from 0 to 35 years; Late: age of onset from 36 to 65 years

Table 3 Associations between risk factors (family loading, gender) and lifetime depression diagnosis by phenotypical characteristics

(a) Unadjusted analyses

MDD overall MDD mild MDD severe MDD single MDD recurr Early AOa Late AOb

FLSD 8.6 (6.2–12.1) 3.3 (2.1–5.2) 14.5 (9.1–23.0) 3.9 (2.6–5.9) 12.0 (7.7–18.8) 10.1 (7.6–15.8) 2.1 (1.2–3.9)

Female genderc 2.0 (1.7–2.2) 1.5 (1.2–1.8) 2.1 (1.7–2.7) 1.6 (1.4–1.9) 2.3 (1.9–2.9) 2.3 (1.9–2.7) 1.2 (1.0–1.5)

(b) Analyses adjusted for the effects of potential confounders (age, education level and number of first degree relatives)

MDD overall MDD mild MDD severe MDD single MDD recurr Early AOa Late AOb

FLSD 8.6 (6.1–12.1) 3.1 (2.0–4.9) 16.2 (10.1–25.9) 4.0 (2.6–6.0) 11.5 (7.3–18.1) 9.8 (6.7–14.2) 3.8 (2.0–7.3)

Female genderc 2.0 (1.7–2.2) 1.5 (1.3–1.8) 2.1 (1.7–2.6) 1.6 (1.3–1.9) 2.4 (1.9–3.0) 2.3 (2.0–2.7) 1.2 (0.9–1.5)

(c) Analyses adjusted for the effects of potential confounders (age, education level and number of first degree relatives) and other depression

characteristics

MDD severe MDD recurr Early AOa

Depression characteristics adjusted for: Recurr, early AO Severe, early AO Severe recurr

FLSD 6.4 (3.6–11.5) 3.2 (1.8–5.8) 3.5 (2.1–5.7)

Female genderc 1.4 (1.1–1.9) 1.5 (1.2–2.0) 1.9 (1.5–2.3)

Results from logistic regression analysis for the total sample (n = 7076) [odds ratios (95% CI)]

MDD major depressive disorder, FLSD family loading score of depression, AO age of onset first depressive episode
a Early age of onset: onset between 0 and 35 years
b Late age of onset: onset between 36 and 65 years
c Reference category: male gender
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Results

Demographic characteristics and family loading

Table 1 shows the relevant demographic characteristics

and family loading and compares figures for men and

women. The total sample consisted of 3,777 women

(53.4%) and 3,299 men (46.6%). Ages of men and women

were similar. Men had significantly higher education levels

than women: 60.9% of the men had high to very high

education, compared to only 49.5% of the women. The

overall number of first-degree relatives (parents and sib-

lings) was equal for both sexes. Women reported a slightly

higher FLSD compared to men (effect size r = -0.07).

Clinical characteristics

Table 2 shows the prevalences and gender differences in

phenotypical characteristics of lifetime MDD in the pro-

bands. Overall, a diagnosis of MDD was reported about two

times more frequently by women compared to men. All

clinical subtypes of depression were more frequently

observed for female probands: with limited gender differ-

ences for mild depression, single episode depression and late

onset depression and with larger gender differences for

severe depression, recurrent depression and early onset

depression.

Associations between depression characteristics were

studied in the subgroup of subjects who had reported a

lifetime diagnosis of depression (n = 1145). There was no

evidence of a significant relationship between course and

severity of depression: from the subjects with mild

depression 233 of 596 (39.1%) had the recurrent subtype,

from the subjects with severe depression this proportion

was 154 of 401 (38.4%; OR 1.0 95% CI 0.75–1.26). There

was also no significant association between age of onset of

depression and severity: 273 of 401 (68.1%) subjects with

severe depression had early onset compared to 434 of 596

(72.8%) of the subjects with mild depression (OR 0.8 95%

CI 0.6–1.1). However, course characteristics and age of

first onset of depression were interrelated: 342 of 439

(77.9%) subjects with recurrent depression had an early age

of onset compared to 471 of 706 (66.7%) subjects with

single episode depression (OR = 1.8 95% CI 1.3-2.3).

Overall association between family history

and depression in probands

Probands with a lifetime diagnosis of MDD had a higher

proportion of affected first-degree relative than probands

without lifetime MDD (mean proportion of relatives

affected 0.15 vs. 0.08). The odds ratio for a positive family

history and lifetime diagnosis of MDD in the probands was

2.1 (95% CI 1.9–2.4).

Associations between family loading and clinical

characteristics of depression

In our main analyses we studied the effects of FLSD and

gender on the clinical characteristics of depression in the

probands. In Table 3 we present the unadjusted analyses

(Table 3a), the analyses adjusted for the effects of potential

confounders (age, education and number of first-degree

relatives; Table 3b); and analyses adjusted for the effects

of potential confounders and the effects of depression

characteristics other than those expressed in the dependent

variable (Table 3c).

From Table 3 it can be concluded that both FLSD and

female gender predict depression in the probands. The

similarity of the results presented in Table 3a, b shows that

the potential confounders including age, educational level

have only small effects. Overall, a higher FLSD is asso-

ciated with higher risk for depression in the probands.

FLSD has significantly stronger associations with severe

depression compared to mild depression (direct compari-

son: logistic regression analysis OR 4.8 95% CI 2.5–9.1),

recurrent depression compared to the single episode sub-

type (direct comparison: logistic regression analysis OR

3.0 95% CI 1.7–5.3) and with early age of onset compared

to late age of onset of depression (direct comparison:

logistic regression analysis OR 2.8 95% CI 1.2–6.8).

Adjusting the analyses of the clinical characteristics

with the strongest FLSD effects (severe depression,

recurrent depression and depression with early onset) for

the effects of the other MDD characteristics (Table 3c)

resulted in smaller but still significant FLSD effects. So it

can be concluded that FLSD has unique effects on severe,

recurrent and early onset depression.

In a final set of analyses (data not shown) we did not

observe significant effects of interactions between FLSD

and gender on the depression phenotype characteristics

(logistic regression analysis adjusting for the effects of

potential confounders).

Discussion

Twin studies have demonstrated that genetic factors and

unshared environmental factors play an important role in

the aetiology of MDD. In the absence of contributions of

shared environment, familial associations in depression

largely reflect shared genetic variance [12, 20].

The present study is one of the few to study associations

between familiality and phenotypic characteristics of
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depression in a large representative community study. A

number of important conclusions can be drawn.

1. Associations between family history and lifetime

history of depression are comparable to those of

earlier studies in clinical patients.

2. A higher FLSD is associated with increased probabil-

ity of lifetime depression diagnosis in the probands.

3. Family loading is associated with specific clinical

characteristics of depression in the probands.

4. Effects of gender and family loading on depression in

probands are largely additive.

1. The association between family history and lifetime

depressive disorder diagnosis in the present study (OR

2.1 95% CI 1.9–2.4) is in agreement with the results of

clinical studies. A recent meta-analysis reported an

overall odds ratio of 2.84 (95% CI 2.31–3.49) for the

risk of depression among first-degree relatives of

probands with depression compared to the risk in first-

degree relatives of subjects without a history of

depression [36]. Two studies in this meta-analysis

used unscreened controls [27, 37]. The odds ratios of

these studies (2.2 and 2.3, respectively) match our

results much more closely. Furthermore, depression

morbidity in the first-degree relatives of depressed

subjects and controls are highly comparable to those

reported from clinical studies (15.0 vs. 15.2–21.0%

and 7.9 vs. 5.5–10.6%). The degree of agreement is

remarkable as there are substantial methodological

differences between the studies included in the meta-

analysis and the present study. First, the proband

groups in the earlier studies [10, 27, 37, 39, 41]

consisted mainly of clinical subjects. It has been

suggested that for clinical patients, factors such as

higher reliability of the clinical diagnosis and severity

of depression will result in higher heritability estimates

[18, 29]. Second, the studies in the meta-analysis used

direct interviews of relatives (the family study method;

FSM) while in the present study the probands them-

selves reported the depression status of their relatives

(family history method; FHM). Our findings confirm

the results of two other population-based studies

reporting odds ratios between 2.7 and 3.0 for depres-

sion in offspring of parents with a history of depression

[15, 25].

2. The FLSD was created to measure the degree to which

the proband’s family is affected with depression. We

found that a higher FLSD was associated with

increased risk for depression and a higher prevalence

of specific phenotypical characteristics like severity,

recurrence and early age of onset of depression. So far,

only a few studies have studied the effects of the

proportion of affected relatives on the occurrence and

phenotypical characteristics of depression. An early

study by Gershon et al. [10] reported that the morbidity

risk in offspring was considerably higher if both parents

were ill: 74% with two affected parents versus 27%

with only one parent affected. Lieb et al. [25] reported

increased odds ratio’s for depression in probands if two

parents had suffered depression compared to one

parent. However, this increase did not reach signifi-

cance. Recently, Weissman et al. [42] reported

significantly higher frequencies of psychopathology in

grandchildren from families with two generations

(grandparents and parents) of major depression com-

pared to families with only affected grandparents.

Evidence at the level of the genotype was reported by

Joiner et al. [14]. Individuals with the s/s genotype of

the serotonin 5-HTTLPR polymorphism, an important

candidate gene for depression, had significantly more

first-degree relatives with a history of depression than

subjects with the s/l or l/l genotypes.

3. Family loading had strong and unique associations with

recurrence, severity and early age of onset of depres-

sion in the probands. These findings are in agreement

with those of earlier studies, most of which were based

on the FSM. Recurrence is the subtype that has been

found to be consistently associated with heritability

both in family and in twin studies [11, 16, 19, 25, 29].

Severity of depression can be defined according to the

nature of depressive symptoms or the level of impair-

ment. A number of studies have reported stronger

associations with familiality of depression in probands

with a higher degree of impairment [11, 16, 19, 25, 29].

Leckman et al. [23] and Lyons et al. [26] reported more

depression in relatives of subjects with more severe

symptomatology of depression including the delusional

and melancholic subtypes. Several authors reported

significant associations between early age of onset and

depression in relatives [25, 26, 28, 30, 40] others did

not [19]. Although recurrence and early age of onset of

depression are interrelated, these characteristics had

independent and significant associations with the

FLSD.

4. As expected, female gender was associated with a

higher risk for depression in the probands. Gender

effects on lifetime depression in the probands were

additive to the effects of family loading in all the

subtypes. There was no evidence of effects of inter-

actions between gender and family loading. This

finding is in agreement with other studies [31, 33]

and suggests that the gender effect is largely unrelated

to familial, or more specifically genetic factors.

A number of limitations have to be acknowledged.

First, considering the large sample size of this study, it
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was not feasible to have direct interviews with first-degree

relatives. Using the FHM we were able to collect com-

plete information on all the 37,336 parents and siblings of

the 7,076 probands, including relatives that had deceased.

It has been shown that the FHM has limitations in sen-

sitivity compared to direct information gathered in the

FSM. [2, 3, 32]. For the present study, however, we

showed that a single question considering family history

has substantial agreement with the frequently used FH-

RDC diagnosis which, in turn, accorded strongly with a

lifetime depression diagnosis, based on direct interviews

of relatives.

Second, the use of the lifetime diagnosis of MDD has

limitations. Foley et al. [8] classified its reliability as ‘fair’.

Reliability was higher in subjects reporting higher levels of

depressive symptoms, more limitations, a higher number of

episodes, longer illness duration and in subjects who

looked for professional help. In a different study, Kendler

et al. [18] reported a modest reliability of lifetime diagnosis

of MDD. Reliability was predicted by number of depres-

sive symptoms, treatment seeking, number of episodes and

degree of impairment. Interestingly, the use of the more

reliable results was accompanied by a dramatic increase of

heritability: according to Kendler et al. [18] estimations

rose from 40 to 70%. Therefore, these measurement char-

acteristics of the lifetime diagnosis of depression may

contribute to the stronger familial associations of both the

recurrent and the severe subtype of MDD in our study.

Third, so-called ‘projection bias’ may have played a role.

Several studies have shown that subjects with psychiatric

disorders do more sensitively but less specifically report

psychiatric illness in their relatives. [6, 21]. Finally, as both

the FHM and lifetime depression diagnosis rely on recall

and reporting of depression in relatives and oneself,

respectively, it cannot be excluded that confounding may

have played a role and may have influenced associations

and morbidity risks to some extent.

In summary, this study showed that associations

between family history and depression that have been

frequently demonstrated in clinical samples do also apply

to probands living in the community. Family loading,

indexing the proportion of first degree relatives positive for

depression, had independent effects on three separate

clinical dimensions of depression in probands: severity,

recurrence and early age of onset. As these clinical char-

acteristics all do indicate increased disease burden, it can

be concluded that family loading not only predicts risk for

depression in probands living in the community, but also

predicts increased disease burden in subjects who eventu-

ally become depressed. Finally, our finding that the effects

of family loading and gender are largely additive suggests

that these variables are to be considered as independent risk

factors for depression.
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